Six N monitors capture al kaleidoscopic desert .
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IDEO, with its small eieetranic stage, tends to cramp
the aesthetic Held- As In or,
dinary television . our vision is. In
effect, trapped within a 21-inch box .
One way around this far video
artists la an installation using a
number of monitors . This effectively
can breast the limited physical
boundaries of the single monitor
and decentralize the video imageSteina and Woody Vasulka, who
am showing a si%-aaeen Installation
oiled "The West" nt the Michael C
Rockefeller Art Center at F7-~
State College. demonstrate the ins
pressive effects possible with such
muiti-monitor piece.
Here, the six monitors am set In
a single row . hortmmally, at the
end of a narrow gallery- But the
artists allow any number of conligurations - vertical stacks. pairings,
and so ore- Why this is so, is bard to
imagine- The spectacular scenes of
the New Mexico desert which are
captured here by Stelm Vasuika's
camera art ideally suited far this
lateral arrangement.
In such a precisely worked-out
piece Oils denial of responsibility for
basic presentation smells of a musty
avant-gardism, of a time when everything was daringly provisional .
Those days are gone and the Vasulkas know It . Otherwise they
wouldn't have made such an azree-

DW,Aed Iiadseape/ Trie V&SUMas'
ably accessible wart, a work that I
think world make a terrifle piece of
public art .
Even with Its slow pacing (the no
dme/all time of the 'ft) and its
complex atru<4ure it is a video that
elm be assimilated on a Hrst showfag by most audiences .
The subject matter la instantly
appealing . Steina includes haunting
images of the ancient ceremonial
sites of the Ansnzi people, anew-

The west
tars at today's Pueblo Indiana,
which am Interspersed with sluts of
a massive radloAelescope Installstion consisting of giant radio signal
dishes and tall, blank concrete
strveta¢es.
These scenes, combined and I¢
termtxed throughout, are photographed by a mechanized camera
as they are reflected on a rotating
mirrored sphere which loots very
much Wit a giant version of the

" sun globe~ that people used to set
out in their gardens. This complex
system allows the artist to abstract
her subject and disrupt the nAUn-al
orientation of t lape"
The 31)-mtauta Up has b9o Eon
.
'ynavementa" which are relented,
is based
joined The neat
khd; The
on rotations of
plateaus,
sphere reflects mountain
which spin slowly as though we .
were a hovering bird lasting down
from a great height . A sense of
and the
welghtle~ns b pro
avements
Images perform the
with something Ilke the speed of the
earth malting stone.
The color. With No electrnnicall1
hyped Intensity, further heightens
the artificiality of the occurs . The
Landscape Is cut and divided by flcry saturated oranges, luminous
dye blues, and greens unearthy In
there brfence.
And all the time while we are
watching
tches u0
. as tArunkm distorewach
reflection from the center of each
screen.
After the lagg+W rhythms of this
sequence we am sawed even fan'ther . Ow of the big white dishes
nm M]s the screens am the color
momentarily settles into a washed
twilight blue . Acs this static Insage walks othet images of dishes smaller . clear, and obvlnusly with
somewhere to go,
Just when we've had about
enough of this somnambulistic pace,

the artist shifts to a hrotd panning
of unMakeo harlzaos and atretcbes
of raltrand tracks so that we expetinom the sensatln of rapidly sweepleg by the landscape
. In the context,
this Is pure treaz r. It's sdrdly regarated by the frames of the monitors
.lowhch loot like toe tkames of .
dwvs from a sat tralnThe final segnvna is divided into
segments like postrmr* that appear
to move the length of the six
or, like
so mdangloR
dark cnn'tains. revealtand hidioog
a brighter landscape Inside,
The accompanying electronic
made by Woody VapAm has an
ethereal, other-w'or'ldly quality . It is
jud the quality we Wow expect far
this journey Into a place that
merles nature, ancient man and
modem man In one "tuneless" art
na. It is too obviously appropriate,
the kind of music to push our
psyches into
_same zone beyond the
influenceWhether this lyrical sad pleasant
ape cm stand repeated vlewlngs
and dose analysis is open to qaew11on . I have my doubts. I saw the
piece three tithes, and by the third
time I felt that I had mare or less
exhausW the vast
"The Wet" was orighalfy pro.
duced far the State University of
New York's 1be Arts on telerlsloo .
Since its premiere In Aaburquerque,
the Installation had been shown
worldwide- It will coatlmw at the
center through Feb. 9A

